
 
 

Clive Chatters – wonderful things – March 2022 

 

Slide 1 Clive Chatters 
Clive.chatters@hiwwt.org.uk 
Presentation to New Forest Freshwater Forum 
March 2022 
My brief today is to celebrate  and our key word is Wonder 
Statutory designations & corporate targets come and go, Wonder endures. I/we 
bother because the world is wonderful. 
I’m going to start with a bit of a worry, then look at some lovely things and will 
conclude with a big idea which I challenge you to take away.  
All images by Clive Chatters unless otherwise noted. 

Slide 2 Here the black blobs represent the heathland landscapes of this part of England 
c.1800 ( as freshwater people I hope you’ll forgive the exclusion of the coastal parts 
of the Open Forest) 
Ie includes dwarf shrub and acid grasslands- pasture woods- lawns-greens-bogs 
Stuffed to the gunnels with top quality freshwater habitats. 
Maps, Thanks to cartography of Catherine McGuire. Tis and the next map taken from 
Chatters 2001 Heathland  published by Bloomsbury. 
 

Slide 3 And here we are in mid/late C20th.  A lowpoint in the extent of heathland landscapes 
Toggle to and from 
Forest is the biggest survivor of a much bigger set of habitats….but is shrunk 
Cropped away from the outside by statutory and ‘by agreement’   Enclosures 
Hollowed out from the inside by state subsidised forestry interferences with the 
commons   Inclosures 
 

Slide 4 When a habitat shrinks and gets fragmented there are casualties. Not least in 
freshwater habitats and species 
Two of our local extirpations, Starfruit and Adder’s-tongue Spearwort. Both were 
species of seasonal ponds on the Forest’s peripheral droves and greens at the time of 
the first map- both lost to attrition by enclosure, loss of connectivity with the open 
Forest resulting in loss of extent and quality of habitat..  
An aside, my review of local lost species- across the board/not just flora- Forest-wide 
extirpations are primarily due to lack of grazing- or rather they were lost following 
grazing being withdrawn. 
Picture CC 
 

Slide 5 Our first wonder.. The astonishing history of naturalists and biological recording in 
Britain. Here we have specimens of both species on previous slide- both gathered in 
the Forest in the C19th. 
Because of this history we have a handle on change to wildlife over time 
But 150 years is a mere pinprick in time. 
Copyright via Herbaria United 
Groves specimen of Ranunc ophio  First British Record 
Thomas Bates Blow Starfruit pre 1879 
 

Slide 6 Think about time 
Markway. When I first got to know the Forest, Markway was a horrible dark 
plantation from the 1960s- an example of gross abuse by state subsidised forestry. 



 
 

Early “21st century the trees were removed and the bogs recovered at an astonishing 
rate. This is now a lovely freshwater habitat , recovered from the gloomth by tree 
clearance and continuous grazing by cattle and ponies—nothing more was needed. 
What we are looking at is the red haze of Sundews, one of the many carnivorous 
plants in the Forest in a bog that has now been restored to a state where it 
sequesters carbon much more efficiently than planted trees. 
Image 2012 Markway Cleared Inclosure 
Picture CC 
 

Slide 7 A closer look, a plant where the glandular hairs have evolved to become sticky so 
they can trap and digest prey. How much time did that evolution take? 
NB. This is D. anglica 
 

Slide 8 I’d encourage you to think about time when you enjoy such things. Deep time, 
evolutionary time ( after all we in the Forest are in the cradle of understanding deep 
geological time with our association with Charles Lyell) 
Odonata, fossil record of pretty much as they are today 300mya.  skimmer 
Flowering plants much more recent, half that, quarter that. 
Wonder about how, when and where these ecological associations come about.. 
Predator Prey relationships are quite straight forward when compared to… 
 

Slide 9 Buckleria 
A moth which lays its eggs on Sundews with the larvae living within those sticky 
leaves, protected from the world by living inside its carnivorous associate. I’d love to 
see how the adult emerges safely. 
The Forest has endless examples of these wonderful, complex relationships. What 
time does it take to produce this?  
Lets change pace and look at a suite of three things from our freshwaters. 
Image Courtesy of Paul Brock 
 

Slide 10 Shoreweed   Littorella denizen of   parched and drowned habitat. 
 

Slide 11 Marsh Clubmoss  Lycopodiella 
Far more ancient than odonata…   smeary peat on a bogs edge in that purple alga 
zone 
 

Slide 12 Chamomile  herb of humility– seasonal grassy ponds 
All 3 are widespread in the Forest ( despite being painfully rare elsewhere- massive 
declines elsewhere- by default we end us as the stronghold of lots of once 
commonplace species) 
Q. What do they have in common? 
They get by in conditions that are really tough. Infertile soils, Hard, hard grazing, 
trampling, parching, drowning, Tyre tracks- hook marks, really tight disturbed ground. 
… and with us in the Forest they are dynamic- they are not shy rarities teetering on 
the brink of dying out,  they put themselves around a bit…will rapidly move into new 
ground if the habitat is suitable. Shoreweed- gravel pit from the 1980s , Clubmoss  
ruts and scrapes from 20 years ago in ex forestry,  Chamomile likes nothing better 
than my old allotment which has been thrown back to the Forest. 
The wonder of the Forest is that it is healthy, dynamic. It can heal itself if we give it 
space to do so, it can cope with an astonishing amount of abuse …… if we give it the 
time and space it needs. 



 
 

 

Slide 13 Last slides could be explained away as recovery from some long buried seedbank. Put 
the issue of dynamism beyond doubt 
& my last wonderful thing…ignore the pillwort and look at the purple Ludwigia.  
Hampshire Purslane 
Going back to C19th, this used to be a Lyndhurst- Minstead species. Its not there any 
more. 
It has moved to the south of the Forest, we don’t know why, 
The old sites are now abandoned, but that’s ok because the plant had somewhere to 
go.  
 

Slide 14 Here’s some more of it, nicely chewed… with a Luronium  Floating Water-plantain  
flower Credit Alison Bolton.  Classy wildlife enjoys classy company. Luronium dynamic 
itself- studies in the Paris Basin 
Let me wrap this up 
So, we’ve thought about time…both  recent history and much deeper time 
Time is needed for nature to change, at its own pace and in its own way. 
The Forest’s wetlands show us that a healthy ecosystem has inbuilt resilience, it will 
cope with change if we can give it the time and space it needs. 
 

Slide 15 So, our challenge is the make that space and find that time 
Climate change is racing away, as fast as ever-before in ways we cannot predict 
I’m sure that we’ll loose some species ( not sure yet to what- parching…damping off- 
bad luck/ Island biogeography?) Does it matter if those things have somewhere to 
go?  
We loose some, we win some. We will gain a cohort of other species..  We can try to 
predict what, but-  nature is full of surprises   ie Luronium, recent massive expansion 
of  Illecebrium .    Odonata particularly good at this elsewhere in England (Essex & 
Cornwall are tops- not here-yet) 
Trends in habitat loss are not destiny, we can rebuild landscapes for the future so 
they are bigger, more robust, more dynamic.   
 

Slide 16 End where I started c.1800 
The past tells us what our landscape has the potential to do. Its not a pattern to 
slavishly ‘recreate’ but  it is there to inspire us. There are huge opportunities out 
there to expand the Forest’s wetlands 
Whatever the shape of these quality blobs,  our job is to make sure that the blobs are 
getting bigger and that they are properly joined up. Most important of all is the blobs 
remain part of the dynamic pastural economy which drives the Forest’s diversity. 
And if we can do that… maybe the people who inherit this messy world from us , 
might just think that we were wonderful to. 
 

 

 

 


